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Jenny is going to throw a birthday party at 2 
p.m on Saturday . She invites her buddies. Here 
are her friend’s answers. Who refuses Jenny’s 
invitation with an excuse?

Jane: That sounds awesome, I will definitely be 
there.
Mark: I am busy on Saturday, but I can’t refuse your 
invitation.
Emma: Thanks for inviting me but I am going to 
attend my cousin’s graduation ceremony on that day.
Frank: I’ d really like to attend. Where is the party?

A) Jane

B) Mark

C) Emma

D) Frank

I think, to be honest is the most important thing 
for a good relationship.My best friend ,Dilek 
never ……………………………    I can share 
my secrets with her and trust her all the time.  She 
always……………………………. whenever I need 
help.  We ………………………… .We both have 
the same interests.

Which option can be suitable?

A) tells the truth / supports / don’t like the same 
things

B) backs me up  / tells the truth  /  share the same 
interest

C) tells my secrets  / helps  / have different interests

D) tells a lie   / backs me up  / have lots of things 
in common

I. We are going to go to Tarkan’s concert.How about 
joining us?
II. Yes,it is suitable for me.
III. Are you doing anything at the weekend?
IV. No,not at all.Why do you ask?
V. It sounds great.I’d love to. Shall we meet at the 
concert hall?

Put the sentence in the correct order.
A) II-III-I-V-IV

B) III-IV-I-V-II

C) I-IV-III-II-V

D) III-II-V-IV-I

Which of the following questions DOES NOThave 
an answer in the invitation?

A) Where is the event?

B) What is the deadline of the party?

C) When is the activity?

D) What is the name of the school?

1.

2.

3.

4.
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The Nature Primary School
We are organizing a graduation party. It is a great 
chance to have a good time with your buddies. We 
are expecting to see you all.
Saturday, May 30                                The Green Park
7.00 P.M
                           For more information, contact
                           Martin Brown
                           $ 20 per person
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100% 80% 0%
Rock music Emily John Betty
Rap music John Betty Emily
Techno Betty Emily John
Pop music John Betty Emily

Which of the following is NOT correct according 
to the table?

A) John usually listens to rock music.

B) Emily never listens to pop music.

C) Betty always listens to techno music.

D) John never listens to rap music.

According to the chart, which statement is WRONG?

A) The least popular activity among boys is travel-
ling.

B) Boys prefer physical activities more than girls.

C) Most of the girls prefer spending time on the net.

D) The rate of watching movie is equal among boys 
and girls.

Hi,I am Ziya.I always go to school with my
friends on weekdays .We meet them after school and 
play
football.I spend time with my family and do 
homework at nights.After that I go to bed early.

Which picture IS NOT mentioned in the text?

Teens preferences of movie types

Fantasy    --- 40%
Horror       ---5%
Action       ---15%
Comedy    ---20%
Adventure---20%

According to the survey above,which one is NOT 
correct?

A) Teens prefer the horror movies the least

B) Most of the teens prefer fantasy films

C) 1/5 of the teens prefer comedy films

D) Teens prefer action films more than comedy 
films
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Firstly, crack  three eggs in a bowl.Add some cheese, 
a little salt , pepper and whisk well.Then put some 
butter in a saucepan and heat it.Next pour the mixture 
when the butter melts and spread it. After that  turn 
the other side and cook it until it  turns red.Finally,  
take it on a plate and serve with  parsley . Enjoy it

What is the first step after you whisk the mixture 
well?

A) Put some butter in a saucepan.

B) Add some cheese,salt,pepper.

C) Crack three eggs.

D) Pour the mixture.

Mary: Mom, my friends are going to come to me 
tomorow. I want to cook something healthy. Can you 
give me an idea?
Mother: Sure. You can cook fish.
Mary: _________________________?
Mother: You can bake it in oven about half an hour.

Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A) What are the ingredients?

B) How can I cook it?

C) How do you serve it?

D) What do we need to cook it?

Choose the correct option to complete the steps 
best.

“How to make Bread”
- Knead the dough
- Leave it in a warm place
- ……………………………..
- Bake it for 25 minutes

A) Boil the eggs in water

B) Heat the oven to 200 C

C) Mix the vegetables in a bowl

D) Peel the patatoes

Canan: Can you tell me the process of baking a 
cake?
Mum: Yes, sure. First, put eggs and sugar into a 
bowl and mix them. Second, add baking powder, 
flour, oil and mix again. Next, spread some oil into 
the cake pan and pour the mixture into it. Then, bake 
it for 40-45 minutes. Finally, slice it and serve warm.
Canan: Thank you, mum.

What’s the step before baking the cake?

A) pour the mixture into the cake pan.

B) put eggs and sugar into a bowl

C) add baking powder, flour and oil.

D) slice the cake and serve warm.
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First crack three egss and stir it with sugar. Second 
add milk ,oil, baking powder and flour and stir the 
mixture again. Then pour the mixture into the baking 
tray. Put the tray into the preheated oven. Finaly 
bake the cake for 20 minutes. 

Which of the following question DOES NOT have 
an answer in the recipe?

A) Should I preheat the oven?

B) How many eggs do I need?

C) How many minutes should I bake?

D) Should I boil the mixture?

Linda:……………………………………….?
Daniel: Of course, listen carefully. First, crack and 
whisk three eggs in a bowl. Second, add a pinch 
of salt. Then, put some oil into a pan and heat it. 
Finally, pour the mixture into the pan.

Which of the following is the best option to 
complete the dialogue?

A) What are the ingredients of an omelette?

B) Do you prefer eating omelette or toast?

C) How can I make an omelette?

D) How often do you eat omelette?

Which of the pair above is NOT correct?

* First,boil the potatoes in hot water for about 20 
minutes.
* Second,take them out of water.
* Then,wait for them to cool for 5 minutes.
* Finally,peel the potatoes and mash them.

Which one is correct according to the recipe?

A) Peeling the potatoes is the first step

B) After you cool the potatoes,take them out of 
water

C) Cooling the potatoes is the last step

D) Peel the potatoes before you mash them
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HOW TO 
MAKE 

A CAKE?

Slice

Boil Peel

Knead
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B)

D)
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Which of the following is FALSE according to the 
texts?

A) Arthur uses the Internet for fun.

B) Judy finds online games boring.

C) Arthur keeps in touch with his friends.

D) Judy is addicted to the Internet.

In Turkey, a research company asked 100 teenagers 
about what they usually do on the net. According to 
results;

• %55 of teens play online games,
• %30 of teens watch videos,
• %10 of teens  do researches,
• %5 of teens read e-books.

Which of the following is CORRECT according 
to research? 

A) None of teenagers likes online reading.

B) Nearly half of the teenagers prefer online 
games.

C) Learning new things is the third popular 
internet activity among teenagers.

D) Teenagers prefer watching videos more than 
playing online games.

Emre:  How do you access to the internet?
Hasan: What do you mean?
Emre: I mean, ……………?
Hasan: Smart phone, tablet and laptop.

Choose the best option to fill in the blank.

A) Which devices do you use to access to the 
internet? 

B) Who uses the internet most in your family?

C) How many social media account do you use?

D) Who can access to the internet at school?

Kyle: What purposes do you use the internet for?
Jim: What do you mean?
Kyle: I mean…………

A) Which  device do you usually prefer when you 
use the internet?

B) How do you connect to the internet?

C) Why do you use the internet?

D) How many hours are you online in a day?

17.

18.

19.

20.
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I’m Judy. I use the Internet about 
an hour a day. I sometimes use 
social networks. I don’t play 
online games. I think they are 
boring.

 I’m Arthur. I’m online about 6 or 
7 hours a day. I always play online 
games. I also post messages to my 
friends. Internet is very useful for 
me.


